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A variant is presented of the relative intensity method (RIM) in micro- 
wave spectroscopy to determine barriers to internal rotation. In this method 
torsional energies are determined directly from t.he slope of the straight line 
relating the logarithm of the intensity ratio and the reciprocal of the tem- 
perature. The advantage of this simple and direct method is that unknown 
theoretical or experimental weight factors are cancelled out in the determina- 
tion of torsional energies from the measured intensity ratios. Using a newly 
developed Stark absorption cell without a mid-electrode, this RIM has been 
applicated to the molecules CHaSiHa , HCCOCH, and HCCSCHD. The re- 
sults of the height of the barriers to internal rotation in these molecules are 
in agreement with the values obtained from frequency splitting methods 
(FSM). Furthermore, the accuracy obtained in the RIM (3-5s) can compete 
with that of the FSM (24%). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In microwave spectroscopy mainly two methods are utilized to determine 

potential barriers to internal rotation (torsional vibration). The first method is 

called the relative intensity method (RIM). It depends on the fact that the 

intensity ratio (I,Jlv) of a given rotational transition in the ground torsional 
state t.o that, in an excited torsional state v is proportional to the relative popu- 

lations of the two torsional states. Assuming a Boltzmann population distribu- 
tion, the energy difference E, - Eo between t.he two torsional stat.es can be cal- 

culated from t,he formula 

lo/l, = f exp 1 (E, - &)/kT I, (1) 

where f is a proportionality constant. 
The energy differences E, - EO for various v values can be brought into rela- 

tion with the shape and the height of the potential barrier. The virtue of the 
RI&l lies in its theoretical simplicity and its applicability to all types of mole- 
cules. However, relative intensity measurements may be subject to rather 
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serious and unpredictable errors, mainly due to frequency-dependent reflection 

wit’hin t’he absorption cell, and nonlinearities in the detection syst,em (1). 

These errors result usually in an accuracy of about 10-20 76 in the barrier height. 

A careful design of the absorption cell and application of the “intensity law,” 

derived by Harrington (2)) provide a method t,o measure energy differences 

with an accuracy of about 5 %. However, this method depends on the knowledge 

of t,he microwave power den&y dist,ribution in the sample. Unknown variations 

of this dist,ribution can result in larger errors in molecular quantities calculated 

from relative intensity data. Therefore, if possible, information about t.he po- 

t8ential barrier is usually obtained from the frequency splitting of a rotational 

t!ransition in a torsional st,ate, due to removal of degeneracy between torsional 

sublevels (A or E) , provided that rot’ational spectra in different torsional st,ates 

are well separat’ed. With this frequency splitting method (F&K), an accuracy of 
about l-470 is obtainable. The splitting depends on the height of the potential 

barrier as well as on the rotational and t,orsional states involved in the transitions 

and can be calculated by an approximate solution of the Schrodinger equation 

for the molecule, t,reat,ing the term describing the interaction between overall 

and internal rotation as a pert’urbation term in the Hamiltonian. However, 

application of this FSM is limited to molecules which show a measurable splitting 

in the microwave spectrum and whose Schrodinger equations can be solved with 
sufficient, accuracy. 

Since the RIM, unlike t’he FSM, can be applied to all types of molecules 

performing internal rotation, we have tried to explore the potentialities of the 

RIM, taking advantage of the special technique of accurat,e intensity measure- 

ments-the antimodulat,ion method-developed in our laboratory by Dymanus 

and Dijkerman (3). This technique eliminates the possible nonlinearity of the 

detect,or. 

In order t,o further improve the RIM, special atteruion was paid t,o reduct,ion 
of the errors int,roduced by the reflections in the absorpt,ion cell. A great reduc- 

tion of these reflections was realized by means of a new type Stark-absorpt,ion 

cell (4) without a mid-electrode, which also makes possible intensity-ratio 

measurements as a funct,ion of temperature in the range from 2% to 3% I<. 

The great advantage of intensity-ratio measurements as a function of tempera- 

t#ure is that, t’he energy differences between the ground and excited torsional 
states can be det,ermined direct)ly from the slope of the curve relating the log- 

arithm of the intensity ratio and the reciprocal of the temperature 

d ln (~o/~~,) = E _ E 

d(l/k7’) I’ o . (2) 

In this way unknown theoretical or experimental weight factors included in the 
proportionality constant f are eliminated from the calculation of t’he energ? 
differences. 
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Using t,he new absorption cell, we have applied this variant, of the RIM to 
t#hree different types of molecules performing internal rotation, namely met,hyl 

silane, CH3SiH3 , symmetric group-symmetric group, methoxyethyne, 

HCCOCH, , asymmetric group-symmetric group, mono-D-methylthioet*hyne, 

HCCSCH?D, asymmetric group-asymmetric group. The results for the barrier 

heights in these molecules from int)ensity-ratio measurements as a function of 

t,emperature are compared with those from the FSM to test t’he capability of the 

RIM and at t)he same time to check t’he theoretical assumpt’ions underlying 

the FSRI. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS OF RELATIVE INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS 
AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 

The quantity usually measured in relative intensity measurements is the ratio 
of the top intensities of t’wo absorption lines. This ratio R for a given rotational 

transition in the ground and an excited torsional st,ate at a t,emperature T, can 

be written as 

where the subscripts 0 and v refer to t’he torsional states of the two lines involved 

in the intensity measurements; left is the effective path length of the absorption 

cell; g is a statist’ical weight factor; (i I p 1 j) is the dipole moment matrix ele- 
ment for the rotational transition i + j; vo is t,he resonance frequency; AV is 
the half-width of the line at half intensit,y and E, - E. is the energy difference 

between the two torsional states involved. 
In order to obtain an accurate value for E, - E. from t,he intensity rat’io R, 

the proport,ionality factor f must be known with sticient accuracy. However, a 

number of the quantities comprised in t’he expression for the top-intensities 

may be unequal for hhe two lines, and a correction for these differences may 

not always easily be made. For instance, t,he dipole moment a.s well as the asym- 

metry parameter of the molecule may be different for t’he t,orsional states, so 

that, extra attention has to be paid to the determinat’ion of the dipole-moment 

matrix element. Furthermore, an unique determination of t’he rat,io of the effec- 
tive pat,h lengths is very dif?icult, since any reflections present in the absorption 
cell may cause irregular changes in leff ?s a function of the microwave frequency. 
These variations of Zeff mostly are t#he main source of error in the coeEcient 

f and thus in t,he energy difference E, - Eo . However, this difficult,y is elimi- 

nated for the greater part if it can be assumed that the ratio of l,ff does not 
vary with t,emperature. Then f is independent of the temperature T, because, to 
a hit?;h order of accuracy, the ratios of g, I (i 1 p I j) I’, vo and AV respectively, 
are independent of T. The energy difference between two torsional states then 
can be determined directly from the intensity ratio R measured as a function of 
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t,emperat*ure, without knowledge of the quantities comprised in the fact’or f 
[see Eq. (2)]. 

In practice, however, always some reflect’ions are present in the absorption 

cell. These reflections cause a part of t.he microwave radiation to be reflected 
back and forth several times in the cell. When the geomet,rical length of the cell 

varies due to a change in the temperature, t,he effective path length thus becomes 

a function of t’emperature. It can be shown (see Section IV) t#hat, the ratio of 

the effective path length, 1 eff o /I eff v is only a slightly oscillat’ing function of the 

temperature, if sufficient care is taken to minimize the reflections in the ab- 

sorption cell (5). When intensity-ratio measurements are performed over a 

t,emperature range extending over at least one period of this function-in our 

case about 100 K-, these variations of Z,+f ,JZ,rr o do not influence the mean value 

of t,he slope of the straight line relating In R and l/M’; they only contribute to 
the random error in the slope, and t’hus in fi, - & . 

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE SPECTROMETER 

With t,he exclusion of the absorption cell, the spectrometer used to mea.sure 
relative intensities is a conventional Stark-effect microwave spectrometer. The 

modulation frequency is 1500 Hz. A long-t’erm microwave frequency stabilit,y 

of about 2 X lo-’ is achieved by phase-locking the klystron frequency to har- 

monics of a uhf (470-1000 MHz) standard frequency generator (Rohde and 

Schwartz XUC). This stability is sufficient, to remain on the top of an absorpt,ion 

line during an intensity measurement. 
Determination of the sample pressure is performed with a calibrated mem- 

brane manometer. 
The relative intensities are measured according t,o t,he antimodulation method 

(3). The antimodulator is a vibrating attenuator. Because of the low modula- 

tion frequency, a bolometer is used as the detector. 

In order to perform accurate relative-intensity measurements as a function of 
temperature, it is necessary that t’he absorption path length of the Stark cell is 

almost, independent of the microwave frequency a,nd t,emperature. So, it, is 

important tJo utilize an absorption cell with a reflection coefficient as low as 

possible. For that, purpose, a new type of Stark cell w-as developed without a 
mid-electrode (4). Its principal feat,ure is the insulation of one of the broad 

walls of the waveguide by teflon t#ape from the rest of the cell (see Fig. 1). The 
Stark field is applied t,o this insulated t’op p1at.e. Coolant tubes are attached to 

t,he t,op plate and t,he gutter, which makes it possible t,o vary the temperat*ure 
of the cell from 225 t,o 325 1~. The whole cell and cooling t,ubes are enclosed in a 
vacuum-t)ight brass tube, which thermally insulates t’he Stark cell from the 
surroundings and provides an electrical shielding for the Stark voltage. Teflon 

blocks support the cell in the enclosing tube. The cell is vacuum sealed by 
mica windows and connected to K-band lvaveguide by tapered t’ransition sec- 

tions of 19 cm length. 
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Fra. 1. Cross section of the Stark cell: (1) Absorption cell; (2) coolantconduits; (3) 
brass clamp; (4) vacuum-tight brass tube; (5) Teflon insulation; (6) supporting block of 
Teflon. 

IV. A TEST OF THE CAPABILITY OF THE SPECTROMETER FOR RELATIVE 
INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS 

1. Vibrational Energies of Trimethylene Oxide 

The intensity capability of our spectrometer was tested by applying the RIM 
to the determination of vibrational energy differences that are accurately known 

from independent measurements. This test was realized by performing relat’ive 
intensity measurements on rotational transitions of the planar ring molecule 
trimethylene oxide (CsHeO) in various excited states of the ring-puckering 

vibration. From these measurements, energy differences between vibrational 
states were determined. These vibrational energies have already been determined 
directly from far-infrared measurements (6), and the accuracy obtained with 
t,he latter method is much better than can be realized by our method. So, by 
comparing the results from the far-infrared measurements with those from rela- 
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TABLE I 

ROT.LTTONAL TJLINSITIONS (FREQUENCIES IN MHz) AND VIBRATIONAL ENKRGIBS (IN cm-l) 
OF TRIMETHYLENIG OXIDS 

Transition Ring-puckering vibrational state Vibrational energy 

(1) 532 -+ 5j1 18 346.37 18 452.02 18 490.40 52 f 5 145 + 5 

(2) 7% -+ 752 24 592.65 24 241.35 24 070.59 55 * 4 150 * 5 

(3) 111 + 212 31 925.96 32 043.16 32 085.96 53 f. 6 151 i 7 
(4) 110 + 211 41 932.65 41 951.65 41 945.55 50 f 7 146 i 7 

Mean value and st,andard deviation 53 + 2 147 * 3 

From far-infrared spectrum 53.4 f 0.2 143.3 f 0.2 

I C3H60 

3.0 3.5 4.0 T-1 D X1O-3 KC-' 
4.5 

FIG. 2. The intensity ratios IO/II and IO/I? as a function of T-1. The straight lines were 
obtained by a least-square fit. 

t’ive intensity measurement#s we could check the precision and reliability of the 

RIM for t*he determination of potential barriers. 

Relative intensity measurement,s as a function of temperature were performed 

on the rot,ational transitions of C3H60 listfed in Table I. The top intensity of each 
line was measured as a function of temperature in t’he range from 228 to 323 Ii. 
Figure 2 show-s, as an example, t,he results of the measurements on transition 
( 3). It gives the intensit,y ratios of the sat,ellite lines with respect to the main 
line as a function of temperature. Using Ey. (2) the vibrational energy differ- 

ences E, - Eo and their standard deviat,ions were calculated for each of t,he four 
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rotational transitions with a least-square fit of the straight line relating In R 
and l/kT. 

The results for E, - EO are also collected in Table I. In addition, Table I 

gives the precise values of E, - Eo determined directly from far-infrared meas- 
urements (6). 

2. Discussion of Errors 

From the results given in Table I it appears that the vibrational energies of 

the molecule C&H60 det’ermined with RIM are in fair agreement with the more 

accurate values determined directly from the far-infrared spectrum of t’he 

molecule. The quoted standard deviations represent the random errors involved 

in the RIM. A discussion of these random errors and of the influence of possible 

systematic errors will now be given. 

In the antimodulation method it is possible to determine the modulation 

depth m with an accuracy of 1 %, provided m is large with respect to the mini- 

mum detectable modulation depth. This results in a relative error of R of about 

1.5 %. 
The systematic error in R caused by the variation of leff as a function of both 

t’he microwave frequency and t’he temperature of the absorption cell can be 
approximated in the following way. Considering a model of a waveguide ab- 

sorpt,ion cell with small equal reflections occurring at bot)h ends, it can be shown 

that the effective path length can be written as (5) 

Zeff = 1[1 - r2 exp (-2yl)J/[l - 2r exp ( -$) cos 2kl + r2 exp (-2yd)], (4) 

where 

1 = radiation path length of the cell 

r = microwave power reflection coefficient at the discontinuity regions 

y = power attenuation coefficient of the cell 

k = 2~r/~, , with X, the radiation wavelength in the cell. 

The reflection coefficient r can be determined from the periodic variat,ion of the 

VSWR of the cell as a function of frequency. Equation (4) then gives an est’i- 

mate of the variation of leff as a function of the radiation path length 1, and so 

of the temperature T as I(T) = l0[1 + C,( T - TO)], where C, = coefficient of 
linear expansion. In a typical case we found 1 = 300 cm, r = 10P2, y = 1.2 X 
10m3 cm-‘, u = 24.6 GHz and a period of the oscillating function Lrr( T) of about 

100 K. 
Measurements of the VSWR of the absorption cell at frequencies near 20 

and 30 GHz showed a variation of the VSWR between 1.10-1.25 and 1.20-1.55, 
respectively. These values result in a maximum variat’ion of Zeff in these regions 
of about 2 % and 4 %, respectively. The expected error of t,he ratio leff o/&t ,, 
is then about 1.5 % near 20 GHz and 2.5 % near 30 GHz. 
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It, should be noted that, an additional variation of leff can occur due to the fact 

that the reflection coefficient 1’ is a slow function of the frequency. This introduces 

a con&ant factor in the intensity ratio R of two absorption lines with a large 

frequency separation. However, this systematic error is cancelled out in the 

det,ermination of E, from R as a fun&on of temperature. 

It can thus be concluded that the persisting contribution of l,ff to the error 

of the intensity ratio is due to the oscillating variation of leff as a function of 
t,emperature. This error increases from about’ 1.5% in the 20 GHz region to 

about 2.5 % in t#he 30 GHz region. 
The top-intensities of t.he absorption lines were measured as a function of 

temperature, going from high to low temperature and vice versa. The results of 

these measurements did agree with each other within experimental errors dis- 

cussed above. Thus there is no difference between the measured temperature of 

t,he cell and the actual temperature of the absorbing gas. The uncertainty in t’he 

vibrational energies due to an error in the det,ermination of T, can thus be neg- 

lected, provided that the t’emperaturr of t)he absorption cell is kept constant 

within 1 I< during the time required for an intensity measurement’. 

At each temperature of t,he absorption cell the microwave power level was 

chosen in such a way that saturation effects did not, influence the intensity ratio. 

From the discussion given above it can be concluded t’hat the relative error 

of the intensity ratio R is caused by the error involved in the determination of 

t,he modulnt,ion depth and by the uncertainty in the value of Zeff o/Z,ff v . Com- 

bination of these errors results in a total error of R(GR/R) of about 2% and 

3 “;) in the 20 GHz and 30 GHz regions, respectively. When vibrational energies 

are det,ermined from R as a function of temperature t’he resulting error of E, - 
22, depends on the number and the distribution of the measuring points, on the 

temperat,ure range used and on 6R/R. For the typical case of twent,y measuring 

point,x uniformly distributed over the temperat,ure range 220-320 B, the error of 

E,. - EU amounts to about 300 6R/R cm-‘. This predicted error of E, - E0 is 
thus in fair agreement wit,h the experiment,ally found values of about A cm-’ 

(see Table I). 

V. RESULTS OF THE DETERMINATION OF THE BARRIER TO INTERNAL 
ROTATION FROM RELATIVE INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS 

1. Measurements ou the Molecule Methyl Silane 

The microwave spectrum of the molecule methyl silane (CH$iH3, sym- 

metric frame-symmetric internal rot,or) has been investigated by several work- 

ers (7-9). Only t’he rotational transit,ion J = 0 -+ 1 is found in the frequency 
range of our spectrometer. This rotational t~ransition can be observed in ground 

as well as excited torsional states (satellite lines), and each line is split’ into an 
d-B doubleL The A-E doublet in the ground torsional state could not be re- 
solved since t,he frequency difference bet,ween these two components is too small 
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( <50 kHz) . Table II gives the frequencies of the J = 0 ---) 1 transition of 
CH3SiH3 used to determine the barrier to internal rotation from relative in- 
tensity measurements. 

The energy differences between ground and excited torsional states were 
determined from intensity-ratio measurements as a function of temperature in 
the range from 225-320 K. Adequate Stark voltage was applied to remove all 
the Stark components from the lines being measured. The A-E doublet in the 
first excited torsional state was not completely resolved so that a correction for 
the pressure-dependent line shape was applied in order to find the intensity 
ratios of the individual lines with respect to the main line (V = 0). The results 
for E, - E. (w = 1, 2, 3)) calculated from a least-square fit of the straight line 
relating In R (R = Intensity ratio) and l/kT are collected in Table II. 

For molecules with a symmetric internal rotor with an axis of threefold sym- 
metry-a CH3-group, for instance-the potential energy of the internal rotation 
V(a), as a function of the internal rotation angle cy, can be expanded in a Fourier 
series as 

V(a) = c (V,,/2) (1 - cos 3%(u). (5) n 

Generally to a good approximation only the first term in the summation is 
important. The energy difference between two torsional levels is then given by 

E, - Eo = 9FAb,/4 (6) 

in which Ab, is the difference between the corresponding eigenvalues of the 
Mathieu equation which is satisfied by the torsional motion and F is a molecular 
structure parameter (10). Ab, is related to the parameter s of the Mathieu equa- 
tion (11) from which the barrier height Va is calculated as 

113 = 9Fs/4. (7) 

It, is possible to evaluate the contribution of t,he first term ( V3) as well as the 

TABLE II 

FREQUENCIES OF J = 0 -+ 1 TRANSITIONS OF METHYL SILANE AND TORSIONAL ENERGIES 

DETERMINED FROM RELATIVE INTENSITY MEaSUREMENTS AS A FUNCTION OF 

TEMPERATURE 

Torsional state 
Frequency (MHz) 

V A,E 

Torsional energy 
E, - EO (cmel) 

0 A, E 21 937.92 0 

1 A 21 873.08 185 f 6 

1 E 21 872.38 186 f 8 
2 A 21 808.71 344 f 12 

3 A 21 768.83 498 f 17 
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second t’erm ( V,) to the potential energy V( CX) , from the dependence of t’he sub- 

sequent’ torsional energy levels on U. Herschbach (12) has described the effect 

of the 5’6 term in t’he potential by adding a correction term t,o A&“‘; thus, 

Ab, = Ab,“’ + ( Vs,‘Vz) A&“’ (8) 

where t’he A&“’ values are also tabulated as a function of s. V,/V, as well as s 

can then be separately found from the point of intersectsion of the curves of G,(a) 
for different v-values (see Fig. 3)) where 

G,(s) = (Ab - 2) Ab “‘j /Ab U) I Y . (9) 

These curves were calculated from the values of Ab, det,ermined from the meas- 

ured E’, - E. and the tables of Mathieu functions giving Abvco’ and Ab,“’ as a 

fun&ion of s (11). The curves do not intersect all in one point as predict’ed by 

the theory, due to the experimental errors involved in the determination of 

E, - ,Yo and thus of Ab, . The mean values of s and V6/V3 det,ermined from the 
points of intersection (see Fig. 3) are 

s = 31.0 f 1.3, 

1 v,/v, / < 0.03. 

From this value of s the barrier height V3 is then finally calculated from Eq. (7). 

The results obtained for V) and V6 are 

V3 = 580 f 22 cm-‘, 

/ V6 1 < 20 cm-‘. 

Only an upper limit can be set t,o the value of j VS / due to the experimental 

errors in the values of E, - Eo . 
Our value of V3 is in good agreement’ with the 558 f 18 cm-’ value obtained 

from “nonrigidity calculations” (8) and with the 585 f 18 cm-’ value obtained 

from t,he frequency splitting method applied t,o a number of asymmekic iso- 

topic species of CH,SiH3 (9). It is further seen that in the case of methyl silane 

the RIM, as applied by us, and the FSM provide about the same accuracy in the 

determination of the height of the barrier to internal rotation. 

2. Measurements on. the Molecule Methoxyeth yae 

The microwave rotational spectrum of the molecule methoxyethyne 

( HCCOCHB , asymmetric frame-symmetric internal rotor) has been investi- 
gat,ed previously at our laboratory by D. den Engelsen (13). Besides the ob- 

servat,ion and assignment, of the rot,ational spectrum in the ground torsional 
state, several rotational transitions have been assigned to the first excited tor- 
sional st,ate. Rotational transitions in the second excited Torsional state were 
too weak to be detected in the dense spectrum. The rotat’ional transitions in the 
ground as well as in the first excit,ed torsional state show an A-E doubletJ 
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FIG. 3. Determination of the barrier parameters Va and Va from the intersecting of the 
curves G,(s) [see Eq. (lo)] for v = 1, 2, 3. The curve for v = 1 is the mean curve for v = 
1, A and v = 1, E. The errors in the points of intersection are given by the dashed lines. 

structure. The height of the barrier to internal rotation has been determined 

from the observed A-E doublet splittings (IBM). The value obtained for Ti3 is 

V3 = 500 f 10 cm-l. 

Table III gives the frequencies of the rotational transitions used by us for 
the determination of the barrier to internal rotation from relative intensity 

measurements as a function of temperature. The measurements were performed 

in the range from 220-320 I<. The results of the torsional energy differences are 

also given in Table III. 
The barrier height V3 is calculated from the measured energy difference with 

the aid of Eqs (6) and (7)) where it is assumed that Va = 0. 
Table IV gives the results of the various barrier parameters of methoxy- 

ethyne, as follows from our work. Our value of V3 is in good agreement with the 

result from the splitting measurements. The uncertainty obtained with the latter 
met,hod arises for a great deal from the uncertainty in the value of t.he structure 
parameter F (about 3 %) . The error in Vs from our measurements stems from 

the experimental error in the measured torsional energy and from the uncertainty 
in F. When this latter common error is left out of consideration, the error of 
Vs obtained with the FSM and RIM reduces to about 1 cm-’ and 16 w-l, 
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TABLE III 

R~T.ATIONAL TRANSITIONS (FREQUENCIES IN MHz) AND TORSIONAL ENERGIES 
(IN cm-l) OF METHOXYETHYNE 

____._ _ 

Transition Ground state First excited state Torsional energy 
- 

JK_IR, - J’&R; v.4 VA - YE v-4 I?1 - I:” 

313 --t 414 38 173.36 <O.lO 38 103.23 154 f 5 

404 + 413 35 523.50 +17.60 34 883.66 162 f 8 

Mean value 156 +z 4 ~-.- ___. 

TABLE IV 

BARRIER PAKAMETERS OF MKTHOSYETHYNM 

F 6.23 f 0.20 cm“ 

E&o 156 * 4 cm-l 

Ah 11.1 f 0.4 

s 36.7 f 1.9 

T’, 514 f 20 cm-l 

respectively. Within these smaller errors the RIM and FSM also *yield con- 

sistent values for the height of the barrier to internal rotation. 

For the class of molecules with an asymmetric frame and a symmetric in- 

ternal rotor-as HCCOCHS-in most cases the agreement between the theory 

and the observed spectra, including the fine structure, is particularly outstand- 
ing. Especially in those cases where the uncertainty in the value of F is small 

compared with the experimental error involved in the determination of the 

torsional energy, the FSM thus gives more accurate results for Va t,han the RIM. 

3. Measurements on the Molecule Mono-D-methylthioethyne 

The microwave rotational spectrum of methylthioethyne ( HCCSCH3) has 
been investigated previously at our laboratory by D. den Engelsen (14). We 

have used the structure parameters of this molecule as a basis for the analysis 

of the rotational spectrum of the D-substituted isotopic species HCCSCH2D. 

An accurate general theory concerning the determination of potential barriers of 

molecules with an asymmetric frame and an asymmetric internal rotor from the 

frequency splitting method, is not available yet. Information about the potential 
barrier to internal rotation of HCCSCH2D thus has to be obtained from the RIM. 

In HCCSCHzD there are two isometric configurations, the deuterium atom 
may occupy a position in or outside the molecular symmetry plane (the HCCSC 
plane). These two rotational isomers are called the symmet,rical and asym- 
metrical configurations, respectively. Each torsional state v has three non- 

degenerate sublevels labeled as v. , v+ and v- . The v. stat’e represents the sym- 
met’rical configuration; the vTt stat’es are the two possible asymmekical con- 
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figurations. The primary feature of the speckurn of HCCSCH,D should lie in 

the occurrence of three absorption lines for each rotational transition rather 

than two, as is the situation for molecules with a symmetric internal rotor 

(A-E splitting). However, in the ground torsional state (a = 0) the absorption 

lines associated with the v+ and v_ torsional substates could not be resolved, so 
that only a doublet was observed for each rotational transition. 

Besides the observation and assignment of the rotational spectrum in the 

ground torsional state, several transitions of the first excited torsional state 
(15) were identified. In the first excited torsional state a splitting of the lines 

associated with the v, substates could easily be observed, so that three lines occur 

for each rotational transition. Table V shows the frequencies of the rotational 

transitions used for the determination of the barrier to internal rotation from 

relative intensity measurements. 
Intensity measurements as a function of temperature in the range from 320 

to 235 I< were performed on these t’ransitions. The energy difference bekeen the 
ground and first excited torsional state was determined from the intensity ratios 

of the 50s + 514 , v = O0 and v = lo transition, and of the 7,,, + 716 , v = 0, and 

v = l* transitions, respectively. The results of the determination of the t80rsional 

energy difference E, - E. are also given in Table V. 

In principle, the potential barrier to internal rotation for molecules with an 

asymmetric internal rot.or should be calcmated from the torsional equation (16) 

(r’TO’p,2 + &)(4p,2 + V(a)) U(a) = EU(cr), (10) 

where pL(To) and $‘(a) are molecular structure parameters; p(T”) contains all the 

a-independent coefficients of p,’ and # ( CY.) the a-dependent coefficients. 

However, in the case of HCCSCHzD the coefficient &)(a) amounts maximally 

to 2% of $), so that a systematic error of only a few percent is made when 
the potential barrier is calculated from the equation 

(llL0)pti2 + V(a)) U(a) = EU(a) * (11) 

This equation is identical to the torsional equation in the case of a symmetric 

internal rotor. The barrier height, V8 can t,hus be calculated with the aid of the 

usual formulas [Eqs. (6) and (7)j. The barrier parameters used for the calcula- 
tion of Va are collected in Table VI. The uncertainty in the coefficient r?’ in- 
cludes the systematic error due to the omission of P&‘)( cz) . 

It is a priori expected that the barrier to internal rotation of HCCSCHzD 
is approximately the same as in the case’of the normal methylthioethyne, since 
the asymmetry in the internal rotor is introduced by isotopic substitution only. 
Den Engelsen has determined the potential barrier of HCCSCHI by applying 
the frequency splitting method (14). The result is Vz = 610 f 20 cm-‘, which 
is in fair agreement with our value of V3 determined from relative intensity 
measurements as a function of temperature. 
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TABLE V 

ROTATIONAL TRANSITIONS (FREQUISNCIES IN MHz) AND TORSIONAL ENERGIES (IN cm-l) OF 
MONO-D-METHYLTHIOETHYNE 

Transition Ground state First excited state Torsional 
energy 

.~__ 

JK_,K, + 
JkI1Ki Sm. (0) risym. (*) Sym. (0) Asym. (hi fi, - E” 

50, ---t 514 18 190.15 17 651.62 17 986.87 153 f 7 

70; ---t 71s 24 391.07 24 724.92 -- 24 628.50 21 634.22 143 f 5 

Mean value 147 Tfr 4 

TABLE VI 

BARRIER PARAMETERS OF THB MOLECULE HCCSCH2D 

fi2 p@’ 4.3 & 0.1 cm-l 

El-Ea 147 + 4 cm? 

Ah 15.1 * 0.5 

s 65 z!z 4 
V3 630 f 28 cm-l 

The results of our measurements on HCCSCHzD where the frequency splitting 

method fails, thus show that the RIM is readily applicable for determining the 

height of t,he potential barriers for molecules with an asymmetric frame and an 

asymmetric internal rotor. 

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we have investigated the possibilities of the method of relative 

intensity measurements (RIM) for the determination of t#he height of the po- 

tent,ial barrier to internal rotation. The main source of error in the RIM usually 

is the experimental error involved in relative intensity measurements, due to the 
influence of frequency-dependent reflections within the absorption cell. However, 

as described in this work, t’his difficulty can be overcome for the greater part by 

performing intensity-ratio measurements as a function of temperature. In ad- 
dition, in this way a number of unknown experimental or theoretical factors is 

eliminated in the determination of the potential barrier. The uncertainty in the 

barrier height due to experimental errors is then reduced to approximately 
3 70. The latter error, combined with the uncertainty in the value of the moment 

of inertia I, of the internal rotor (1 - 3 %) , results in a total error in the barrier 

height of 3-5 %. This error is of the same order of magnitude as that usually 
obtained by the frequency splitting method (FSM) (a-470). 

From the results given in Section V it appears that in those cases where both 
methods can be applied, the RIM and the FSM give consistent values for the 
barrier height. 
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In this work we applied t’he RIM by measuring the ratios of top intensities 
of absorption lines of a given rotational transition in ground as well as excited 
torsional states. However, when t,he density of the microwave spectrum of the 
molecule is very high, it may not always be possible to find a rotational transi- 
tion that gives rise to isolated absorpCon lines in the ground as well as excited 
torsional states. It may then be possible, however, to determine the energy 
difference between ground and excited torsional state from the t,emperature 
dependence of the intensity ratio of a pair of suitable situated lines that, belong 
t.o different rotational t.ransitions in the ground and excited torsional state, 
respectively. Similarly as in the case of two absorption lines, belonging to the 
same rotational transition, the proportionality factor involved in the latter 
intensity ratio is independent of the temperature, and thus drops out when the 
variation of this ratio with temperature is used in the evaluation of the potential 
barrier. 

A further improvement of the RIM may be realized by a further reduction of 
the reflections in the absorption cell and by an extension of the t,emperature 
range. However, the uncertainty in the potential barrier can be improved but 
slightly, as the uncertainty in the value of the moment of inertia of the internal 
rotor becomes ultimately the main limitation in the evaluation of the potential 
barrier. 

Recently it has been shown (27) that in those cases where the torsional vibra- 
tion is infrared active, a further improvement can be obtained in the accuracy 
of the barrier to internal rotation, from a combined infrared and microwave 
(IBM) determination of torsional parameters. 
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